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.No News Yet Deot 
The bnefs are now al! filed in the 
second appeal in the Karsjens case. 
This appeal is based on an argument 
that Minnesota SPP/SDP commitment 
is effectively punitive in nature The 
oral argument date has not been set 
yet However, based on general 
practice, it will probably not be hold 
until at least April, and more likely, later 
than that. 

Again, the Gladden case remains on 
hold for the time being. 

diately following excerpts 
are from a Star Tribune 
article about an armed 
attack by George f̂ ack, a 
committed individual in 
f̂ SOP, on 8 treatment 
supervisor. In turn, the 
Editor's Supplement v»ill 
close coverage on this 
matter. 

C/ir/s Serres. "Sex 
Offender Attacks Staff 
with Razor, faces Charg
es," Star Tribune, Friday, 
Feb. 1,2019, p. 02: 

"A sex offender housed 
at Minnesota's state 
treatment facility in 
Moose Lake has been 
charged with attempted 
murder after allegedly 
using a makeshift knife to slash the throat of a 
staff member there. 

George Mack, Jr., 42, was charged with first-
degree attempted murder and fourth degree 
assault of secure treatment facility personnel, 
both felonies. 

The assault left a clinician at the Minnesota Sex 
Offender program (MSOP) with two gashes to 
throat, while a staff member who intervened also 
suffered injuries, according to the criminal com
plaint. Mack is being held in the Carlton County jail 
in lieu Df 1500,000 bail. 

...According to video footage of the incident. 
Mack lunged at a clinician who was leading 
community meeting in an open area of the MSOP 
facility. Mack grabbed the clinician from behind 
and made at least two slashing motions across 
the front of his throat, the criminal complaint 
says. The clinician was able to avoid further 
injury by jumping out of his chair and running 
from Mack, the complaint says. 

Another employee intercepted Mack, sustaining 
several blows and ribs. Mack was then subdued 
by several staff members. 

...This is the second time since 2014 that Mack 
has been charged with assaulting a staff member 
at the MSDP facility. Mack also has three convic
tions for criminal sexual assault between I39B 
and 1938. according to state court records." 

Tribute in Light, art installation near the World T r ade Center site, beaming 88 searchl ights in two 
vertical co lumns in remembrance of the victims of the September 1 1 , 2 0 0 1 , terrorist attacks. 

E ve r yone is a victim. All are punished. Fa te is the true enemy. Humanity must stick together. 
Understanding is the essent ia l requisite for the future. 

Editor's Supplement: 
When I started covering this story. I was certain 

there must be a much deeper tale to tell about 

how this kind of incident could take place. And 
indeed. I still have that feeling, more than ever. 
However, two impediments have prevented me 
from getting to the whole truth in this case. 

The first is that there is a 'wall of silence' in 
place in the residence hall (Onit IC) in which the 
incident took place, such that numerous MSOP 
residents with probable knowledge of the circum
stances are simply 'clamming up' when asked 
about the incident or its antecedents. Others have 
been willing to offer their perspective, but the 
narratives given by these include troubling incon
sistencies that drive into the very heart of the 
meaning of the incident, making it very hard to 
derive any overarching essential truth from it. 

Thus, only bits and pieces of a much larger 
picture are currently available. Even as to these, 
only certain aspects can yet be stated with any 
reasonable certainty. In this current state of 
greater ignorance than knowledge, any real analy
sis, much less derivation of any larger moral(s) 
from the whole of this matter must wait until the 
proverbial smoke has cleared and the dust has 
settled. To speak authoritatively at this premature 
moment would do a disserving injustice to all 
concerned. 

The second impediment is the 'chilling effect' 
arising from the fear that MSOP officials may not 
understand my aim in this inquiry into this matter 
and perhaps may be driven by an 'us versus them' 
stance that has often been known to result from 
violence in an institution, no matter how isolated. 

However, to the contrary, I hope by this frank 
coverage to defuse tensions and to dispel notions 

of hostile opposition 
on the part of all 
unders tandab l y 
concerned. For it is 
only by putting our
selves in the shoes of 
others that we come 
ir understand them, 
and thereby to 
achieve both peace 
and progress. So let 
us begin to unravel 
this incident as best 
we can to achieve 
such understanding. 
Some threads to this 
starter-fabric-an-the 
-loom already show 
to some degree, if 
not yet plainly. There 
is clarity, for in
stance, to an intem
perate violence 
within the assailant, 
George Mack. A 

string of assaults, most or all on staff by Mack in 
prison quickly convinced officials to repeatedly 
relegate him to the most isolated part of MCF-
Dak Park Heights (Minnesota's highest security 
prison) and to bar him from other prisons. 

In 2014, following his commitment to MSOP, 
Mack also assaulted an MSOP staff The pattern 
was clear: Mack deeply resented authority fig
ures and blamed them for all ills and wrongs. 

Further telegraphing a problem-in-the-making 
as to Mack in MSOP is the longstanding MSOP 
policy of requiring that all MSDP conhnees must 
have a roommate in cells very much resembling, 
and not appreciably larger than a modern prison 
cell. After numerous years alone in an isolation 
cell. Mack could not handle living with a cell-mate, 
not even a good friend, such as his last MSDP 
roommate. Even just differing daily schedules 
between "cellies" sorely irritated Mack. 

Knowing that Mack could confront staff over 
such irritation that could end violently, that 
roommate sought to move to a different room to 
gain a change of roommates. However, that 
move was denied by MSDP staff, leaving Mack and 
that roommate together in a powder-keg situa
tion. 

Meanwhile, a director of the "MSOP-DOC Site" 
assessment and treatment program In the Min
nesota prison right next to the MSDP commit
ment facility in Moose Lake. MN. generally reput
ed to be firm but fair, was transferred to the 
MSOP commitment facility as the treatment 
supervisor for Onit IC, Mack's residential unit. 

(Continued on page 2) 
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Over time, tliat particular unit had become 
the repository for MSDP inmates who reject
ed treatment, who were categorized as 
"criminal." or who had demonstrated propen
sities for violent or predatory behavior. With 
no disrespect intended. Mack's violent ten
dency toward authority figures clearly quali
fied him for placement in Unit IC. 

The transferred director took active reins 
in his new post as a treatment supervisor 
over sex offenders under commitment only a 
little more than a week before the incident. 
Dn Thursday of that week, in a "community 
meeting" in that unit, he announced to the 
residents of that unit that a second unit 
meeting would be required each week, to be 
held on Tuesdays. 

Apparently, he fsit that Unit IC was in a 
state of malfunction as to treatment, serving 
only as a 'holding pen' for men resentful that 
they had been committed and hostile to MSDP 
and most of its staff. While one can't be 
certain, he probably hoped that a second 
weekly meeting could serve to air grievances 
against unit and other staff. 

However incorrectly. Mack apparently read 
his firmness in stating that this second 
meeting would occur and that attendance 
was mandatory amounted to abusively order
ing inmates around. It is likely that, either 
right then or somewhat later, the combina
tion of denial of his cell-mate's request to 
move out and that impression of the new 
treatment supervisor's attitude toward 
inmates caused Mack to 'see red.' 

The very next unit meeting was the first of 
these 'extra' weekly meetings. It was also 
the setting of the assault. As soon as the 
meeting was convened. Mack approached the 
treatment supervisor from behind with 
homemade weapon and murderous intent. 
And the rest of the attack unfolded as stated 
in the foregoing excerpt. 

This all that is known or reasonable to 
conjecture for now. It is. however, already a 
profound amount to think upon. I urge all of 
you to do so with reasonableness and good
will at heart, and with an intent to build, not 
to tear down, toward peace, understanding, 
and progress toward freedom. 

And what should happen to George Mack 
now? In my humble estimation, it was right 
to commit him. but wrong to commit him 
here. Someone with such unquenchable, 
uncontrollable hre in his heart meets the 
longstanding elements of being mentally 
and dangerous. He needs to be in a facility 
that can sooth his brow, can tend to his rage. 
and can give him a single room. The Security 
Hospital in St. Peter. MN can do all three. 

Watch for Official Let
ter Giving You the Op

portunity to Join in 
the Case; Sign & Send 
Back the Form or Lose 
Out!! No Exceptions!! 

Recently in the Wage Case {Gamble el al. y. 
Minnesota State Operated Services et al). 
the presiding District Judge adopted the 
Report and Recommendatian m the subject 
of who will be allowed to join in the case as 
"collective plaintiffs." 

The details of this ruling aren't important 
right now. As previously stated, the R G R 
suggested allowing everyone confined in 
MSDP who earned wages working at anytime 
from August 12. 2D13 to the present tn be 
part of our case as "collective plaintiffs." 
This particular recommendation was adopted 
by the District Judge. 

To make this possible, the District Judge 
ordsred the Defendants to prepare a list of 
everyone who worked for pay in that period. 
Dur attorney (Charles Alden) has now re
ceived that list. In all. the list comes to 
approximately 570 names. 

In conformity to the usual practice in cases 
of this type. Attorney Alden is now preparing 
a form letter which will be addressed and 
mailed to everyone on that list. Essentially, 
that letter will ask each recipient if he wish
es to become part of this lawsuit as a collec
tive plaintiff Those who do wish to join in will 
be asked to use the enclosed reply form, 
checking off the response stating that wish, 
signing the form, and then sending it back to 
the attorney. 

When the period for sending that form 
comes to an end. Attorney Alden will present 
all such reply forms to the District Court 
together with a motion to allow all respond
ing parties to join as CDllective plaintiffs. 
These motions are only rarely opposed 
(except in uncommon cases where someone 
responding affirmatively is later discovered 
not to be qualihed; in such cases, that per
son's name is simply struck, and everyone 
else gees forward without him). 

Hence, that's basically all there is tn it. 
This is how you can qualify to receive your 
rightful share of the recovery, which will be 
based on the difference between wages you 
actually received and the amount per hour 
you should have received under the federal 
minimum wage law. 

At this point, let me stress, as I have before 
and as the title to this article restates again 
forcefully, if you do not fill out. sign, and 
return this form to Attorney Alden within the 
period allowed, you will not be allowed to join 

in the case as a collective plaintiff. This 
means that you will not be able to share in 
the recovery in the case. 

Technically, you could hie your own case lo 
get just your own money back as a separate 
matter. However, you would almost certainly 
not hnd any attorney working in this kind of 
law practice who would be willing to repre
sent just yourself unless you paid a very 
hefty fee (almost certainly more than you 
would stand to recoup by yourself). There
fore, ynu would almost certainly have to 
represent yourself. This is a complex area of 
law practice, so it is highly unlikely that you 
could win trying to do things this way. 

Hence, in sum, as a practical matter, failing 
to send in the reply form on time will almost 
certainly mean that you will never have 
another chance to recover the unpaid por
tion of the minimum wages you should have 
been paid. In other words, it's now or never. 
Please keep this in mind, and send in that 
reply form as soon as you get it filled out and 
signed. That way you won't forget and the 
reply form won't get mislaid somewhere. 

Now a word of lawyer's caution: There are 
never any guarantees in judicial cases. I 
can't promise that you will recover the 
unpaid portion of your rightful wages. How
ever, both we, the initially named plaintiffs, 
and Attorney Alden agree that our chances of 
recovering at least some portion of these 
unpaid wages are very good indeed. 

Hence, since there is no risk to you other 
than the near certainty of not recovering a 
dime otherwise, you certainly should get into 
our case at your earliest opportunity. 

The main problem is simply that courts 
move very slowly. Thus. Attorney Alden 
thinks that it could very easily be late 2D2I 
before any of us actually receive our money. 
But the good news is that, once you are 
signed up as a collective plaintiff, all unpaid 
rightful minimum wages simply add onto the 
qualifying unpaid wages dating back to 2DIS. 
So the amount due you will continue to grow 
with each new paycheck until your full share 
is paid then. And, of course, assuming we 
win. the Defendants will be ordered to per
manently pay the federal minimum wages at 
all times in the future. Hence, just hang onto 
your job(s) and eventually you will be well 
paid, and you will be able to save up quite a 
good amount of money. This should help 
tremendously if/when you might later get 
freed. 

second part of the excerpts from the article 
on this topic. This hnal installment ends these 
excerpts and offers closing observations by 
the editor. 

GARY COOPER 

PaulG. Robinson The Moral Vigilante and Her 
Cousins in the Shadows." 2015 U. Ill L Rev. 
401 (2015): 
pp. 474-77: C. Blowback and the Downward 
Spiral 

Moral Vigilantism -
Part 3 of 3 (The End)-

Is This Also the 
End of Justice? 

Editor's Note: The last TIP edition printed the 

"Unfortunately, the distartions of the crimi
nal justice system Inspired by the shadow 
vigilante impulse, such as police 'testilying' 
and injustice-guaranteeing mandatory mini-
mums, are only the first act of this sad trage
dy of the system's lost credibility. The de
fendants in drug cases, and others present in 
the courtroom, obviously know the police are 
regularly lying in court. Once the practice 
becomes common knowledge in an area, one 
could reasonably expect that people would 
stop trusting the police and the courts. A 
community that sees a significant portion of 
its young men sent to prison for long terms 
by mandatory minimums far beyond what 
even the larger community thinks is just 
puishment548 could easily see the criminal 
justice system as an enemy to be subverted, 
rather than an institution worth supporfing 
and helping. 

"One way in which this discontent plays 
itself nut is through movements like 'Stop 
Snitchin.' which encourages people not to 
assist or cooperate with police.543 In some 
places the movement goes further, to urge 
intimidation of people who might think of 
cooperating with authorifies. 'Snitches Get 
Stitches.' the saying goes.55D The antisnitch 
campaign has been boosted and glorified by 
popular music and culture. 

"Originally mentioned in rap lyrics, the 'Stop 
Snitchin" campaign has been fed by a I 
entitled 'Stop Fucking Snitchin'. and a clothing 
line of t-shirts and apparel using that phrase 
as its logo, as well as a follow-up DVD. 'Stop 
Snitchin' Z.'55l The DVOs discuss threats and 
violence against witnesses, together with 
footage of people discussing their desire to 
kill those who 'rat.'552 In Newark. New Jer 
sey. T-shirts carry pictures of witnesses that 
are to be killed, and pilfered witness state
ments are posted online.553 In Baltimore 
and Boston, rap artists tell residents not to 
cooperate with the local authorities.554 
Sports stars also give legitimacy to the 

(Continued on page 3) 
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message. When asked how many pro ath
letes from high-crime areas would help 
identify criminals. Baltimore native and NBA 
veteran Sam Cassell said. 'One hundred 
percent of them would say no. A hundred. If 
I see five guys doing something [illegal] on 
the street. I'm going to look the other way 
and hope I don't see no mure.'555 

"The norm against snitching has taken hold 
on the streets of many U.S. cities, including 
Newark, Baltimore. Philadelphia. Dallas, and 
Washington DC. and affects all de-
mographics.SSB 

'The Stop Snitching movement has found its 
tipping point - and is now infectiously sweep
ing through the public... This code is being 
adhered to not only by prisoners, but also by 
thirteen-year-old girls in school, middle-aged 
neighbors across the street and ordinary 
citizens who would rather run away from the 
police instead of to them.'SS?' 

In 2D05. a witness to a murder was at
tacked while in protective custDdy.558 
Summoned to the door of his cell he was 
seriously burned when sprayed by a mixture 
of water and baby oil that had been heated in 
a microwave.559 When asked why he had 
done it the attacker replied that he had 
heard the person was a snitch.5G0 

In Essex County (Newark), people willing to 
help despite the danger often do so only 
clandestinely, in some cases leaving notes 
for detectives in trash cans, or asking to be 
taken away in handcuffs 'so that neighbors 
will think that they're in trouble with the 
police and not cooperating.'5BI Investigators 
report that when they arrive at a crime 
scene, it is common for bystanders to leave, 
so as to avoid neighbors thinking that they 
might cooperate with police.5B2 

Witness intimidation has become so preva
lent and expected across major cibes that a 
gang leader in prison in New Jersey awaiting 
trial for murder was unconcerned about the 
existence of a potential informant against 

him: even if the informant 'takefs] his plea 
deal ...then what? What's he going tn do 
when he gets out? Where's he going to go 
where no one will be able to find him?'5B3 

In response to the Stop Snitchin' norm in 
Essex County, prosecutors have adopted an 
unwritten policy not to pursue cases in which 
they have a single witness because the 
person is too likely to be killed or intimidated 
into silence.SB'i Even seemingly 'slam-dunk' 
cases will not be pursued with a single wit
ness, unless the witness' testimony is exten
sively corroborated by physical and forensic 
evidence.5B5 Although witnesses are con
sidered particularly compelling at jury trials, 
the frequency with which they are intimidat
ed or killed makes police reluctant to rely on 
them.SGG Police detectives in Newark and 
other gang-violence-prone areas of New 
Jersey try to avoid using witnesses whenev
er possible.5B7 As one state police detective 
explained: 'if you push someone and they 
agree to testify, now they're your responsi
bility ...you've got to keep them from disap
pearing or getting hurt. Can we protect 
them? Maybe. But God forbid that two years 
later you have to tell someone their husband 
or father got killed.'5B8 Even the then-
Governor of New Jersey suggested that 
police should 'use civilian witnesses sparing-
ly.'5B9 While the New Jersey State Police 
gang unit has prosecuted hundreds of cases 
statewide over the past hve years, it has 
used civilian witness testimony less than a 
dozen times in that period.570 

The scary truth appears tn be that witness 
intimidation is a pervasive and growing trend 
in many placBS.571 A study of witnesses 
appearing in Bronx County. New York, indicat
ed at least thirty-six percent of witnesses 
had been directly threatened, and that among 
those not explicitly threatened, hfty-seven 
percent feared that they would be subject to 
reprisals.572 A study conducted by the 
National Youth Gang Center indicated that 
eighty-eight percent of urban prosecutors 
have described witness intimidation as a 

Helping You to Make the Right Decision about Your Upcoming Testimony! 

serious problem.573 In cities such as Balti
more and Boston, prosecutors estimate that 
witnesses face some kind of intimidation in 
nearly eighty percent of all homicide cases, 
while in Essex County. New Jersey, prosecu
tors claim that at least two-thirds of their 
witnesses in homicide cases receive direct 
threats not to testify.574 It is perhaps no 
surprise that Essex County, with its unspoken 
rule that single-witness homicides generally 
will not be prosecuted.575 contains one of 
the most dangerous cities in the country. 
Newark. New Jersey.57B. 

The success of 'Stop Snitchin' only feeds 
the vicious cycle by making effective prose
cution of serious crimes more difficult. With 
the intimidators winning the battle against 
authorities over public allegiance, or at least 
compliance, that power only reinforces the 
impunity with which they can intimidate 
further. That, in turn, gives them a freer 
hand to commit offenses in the first place. In 
other words, the 'Stop Snitchin' response is a 
recipe for disaster for the neighborhood. 
The lack of cooperation reduces the system's 
crime-control effectiveness, which further 
damages its reputation, leading to less 
credibility, and less cooperation, in an end
less downward spiral." 

VL CONCLUSION 
The current system's apparent insensitivity 

to the importance of doing justice may not 
produce many vigilantes in the streets, but it 
has contributed to disillusionment about the 
criminal justice system's interests in doing 
justice. That disillusionment may help people 
increasingly justify subverting the system. In 
the spirit of the IB5I Vigilance Committee and 
the Lavender Panthers, the system's inten
tional and systemic failures of justice pro
vide the shadow vigilantes with moral justifi
cation to 'take the law into their own hands.' 
They do this not by taking to the streets -
typically only Hollywood fantasy does that 
now - but by manipulating the system to 
their own ends as they see others doing to 
escape deserved punishment. 

Such shadow vigilantism may be less dra
matic than taking to the streets, but it can be 
pervasive, and ultimately even more damag
ing to the integrity of the process. The 1851 
Vigilance Committee announced themselves 
and their doings so people would know their 

] effect. Shadow vigilantism provides an 
unseen and unaccountable corrupting force 
that contaminates the entire process be
cause one can never know when it is at work. 

Yet the criminal justice system currently 
portrays itself as free to create hostility 
among the community over failures of justice 
as it sees fit because there is nothing a 
disillusioned community can do about it. This 
is an arrogant and dangerous short game. 
There is much that a disillusioned and cynical 
community can do. beyond distracting Itself 
by spending money to see vigilante hero 

movies. The community can manipulate the 
system through many avenues to force it to 
do what it often seems reluctant to do. 

The tragedy of this dirty war is twofold. 
First, it could be avoided simply by being 
more sensitive to the importance of doing 
justice. The system could avoid doctrines 
that will predictably frustrate justice, unless 
there is a compelling reason to do so and 
there is no other, less justice-damaging 
alternative. Second, forcing the disillusioned 
into shadow vigilantism often produces 
results that, in the larger perspective, even 
the shadow vigilantes would find objectiona
ble. Mandatory minimums avoid the problem 
of unchecked lenient sentencing, but they 
also produce a set of cases of predictable 
injustice. We would all be better off - both 
the offenders and the community - if the 
criminal justice system earned some repu
tation for doing justice without the prodding 
of en outside force being necessary. 

Rather than suffer the distortions of shad
ow vigilantism. it is argued here that the 
system ought to publicly commit itself to the 
Importance of doing justice (and of avoiding 
injustice) in a way that will regain the trust 
of society. That public commitment, backed 
by action, can undercut the motivations for 
the unfortunate distortions that shadow 
vigilantism brings. It could build trust that 
the system is devoted to doing justice on its 
own. and need not be manipulated into it. 

No criminal justice system can have a 
perfect reputation for both doing justice and 
avoiding injustice. Someone will always think 
the system has improperly allowed a clearly 
guilty offender to go free, even if the belief is 
mistaken. But just as the system ought not 
give up trying to avoid injustice simply 
because someone will always claim there is 
more to be avoided, neither should the 
system give up trying to avoid failures of 
justice simply because someone will always 
claim there are more to be avoided. The 
system can Incrementally improve its moral 
credibility, and thereby its crime-control 
effectiveness, by reducing its current level 
of failures of justice (and of instances of 
injustice). 

The cure for vigilantism, direct or shad
owed, is a clear public commitment to giving 
the punishment deserved, nothing more and 
nothing less. That will require significant 
reforms to current rules and practices, but 
such reforms can bring not only greater 
justice, but also greater stability, respect, 
and deference to the criminal law in all its 
work. 
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Editor's Closing Commentary: Everyone 
hopes for justice. Justice helps us make 
sense of the world. A world without any 
justice would be chaotic, unpredictable, and 
frightening in its pseudo-anarchy. 

Hence, when we perceivB an injustice, 
frustration and anger are understandable 
reactions. However, what is the definition of 
an injustice? In the Did West before wide
spread civilization set in. hanging cattle 
rustlers on the spot of apprehension was 
regarded as justice. Certainly, those who 
carried out the lynching in Ihe Oxbow Inci
dent thought themselves morally justified 
and effective agents of summary justice -
until, that is, they learned that their conclu
sion of guilt of the ones they hung was incor
rect. 

Thus, in modern times instead, we assign 
determination of what constitutes justice to 
law and courts. Everyone has some com
plaint with at least one judicial decision. As 
an innocent man in my own latest conviction. 
I certainly do. 

Yet even I know that the system of laws and 
judicial dispensation that we have, flawed 
though it is. remains the only thing that 
separates us from roaming lawless bands 
making life and death decisions about what 
displeases them and effecting those deci
sions with murder that they will call 
"justice." 

Almost immediately - probably when it 
dawns on members of such a gang that 
justice not based on law and a system of 
trying facts is just personal emotional reac
tion, such a gang devolves into seeking 
personal wants and satisfactions at gunpoint, 
becoming criminally anarchic. Dne has to 
wonder about the true motives of those who. 
in advance, would advocate for such so-
called vigilante justice. 
The three-installment article-excerpts just 

completed address a uniquely insidious Form 
of vigilantism ("shadow vigilantism") that 
infests or pressures the formal justice 
system itself, from police who are "sure" of 

Oliver North Testilying' at Iran Contra Hearing 

a suspect's guilt but cannot prove it beyond 
a reasonable doubt except by 
"testilying" (simply, perjury) to those who. in 
judicial reelection politics, threaten to unseat 
judges whose decisions they dislike. 

In some cases, shadow vigilantism takes 
the form of individuals taking the place of 
police in investigating crimes. They even 
entice those they are "sure" would commit a 
contemptible crime, such as trying to ar
range to meet juveniles for illicit sexual 
interaction. 

For example. Perverted Justice did exactly 
the latter, digitally posing as teens to entrap 
pedosexuals into accepting seeming offers to 
meet up with the 'teen.' When the pedosexual 
would show up, he would be arrested by 
police, who had been tipped off by Perverted 
Justice in advance. 

Had police themselves arranged such 
stings without any advance indication that 
the pedosexual would have set up such 
meetings on his own, the sting operation 
would be deamsd "Entrapment," and the 
resulting charge of luring a minor could not 
have been sustained. Only because the sting 
was conducted by private citizens were such 
charges upheld. 

Yet this was simply a legal 'dodge': In many 
cases Perverted Justice vigilantes worked 
hand-in-hand with police detectives, who 
guided every step vigilantes took to progres
sively escalate their campaign of temptation 
of the pedosexual. Police simply stood by in 
the wings, as it were, to sesm to minimize 
their involvement in this scheme in order to 
get a sustainable arrest. 

All of this was defended on the justification 
that "he would have eventually done it any
way." HowevBr, as much of the scientific 
inquiry appearing In the pages of almost 
every issue of TLP has repeatedly proved, 
there is no way to know that: in fact, statisti
cal evidence shows that the odds of even the 
most flagrant pedosexuals actually attempt
ing such a crime are very low. not high. 

It serves to emphasize the intensity of the 
problem that shadow vigilantism about or 
within the justice system comprises to re-
quote a passage from the article hara: 

"Shadow vigilantism is generally unseen. 
Jury nullihcatlDn. improper exercise of 
discretion in charging, sentencing and 
other criminal justice decisions, and sup
port in the voting booth for unjust punish

ment policies go unseen. 
"Further, the level of shadow vigilante 

action in any given case is unpredictable, 
dependent as it is on a wide variety of 
factors, such as publicity and public reac
tion. That introduces arbitrariness and 
disparity among cases that can only con
tribute in the long run to the system's 
reputation as being less predictable, more 
arbitrary, more unreliable, and thus less 
just In other words, shadow vigilantism 
only serves to exacerbate the system's 
moral credibility problem that triggered it. 

"Thus, ...the system's insensitivity to the 
importance of doing justice invites a down
ward spiral. The system's poor reputation 
prompts shadow vigilantism, which further 
degrades the system's consistency and 
predictability, which further undermines 
its reputation, making it that much easier 
tor people to be provoked to undermine 
and subvert it." 
Even prosecutors engage in abuses of 

discretion and overtly improper acts some
times, partly explained in this later passage: 

"...[T]o some it may make sense to try to 
get more liability and punishment than an 
offendBr deserves for the case at hand 
because, given the gross ineffectiveness of 
the system, the offense at hand is probably 
just the tip of the iceberg of the offenses 
he has actually committed." 
Again, however, there is no proof or any 

particularized reason to suspect such 
undiscovered additional past offenses; the 
suspicion is merely based on generalized 
suspicions that criminals generally, or even 
more alarmingly, criminals of a particular 
kind, have a high tendency to recidivism. Of 
course, in actual fact as stabstics for sex 
crimes prove beyond question, even that 
much-maligned subset of past offenders 
turn out to be among the very lowest in 
likelihood of later re-offense. 

The article's summation of the current 
situation engendEred by all of these biased 
views and their resulting, justice-derailing 
actions is shocking to all but the most jaded: 
" ..[T]he criminal justice system is no longer 
about justice. It is simply a system of mutu
al combat between defense counsel and 
prosecutors, with winners and losers, the 
goal of which is always to win and never to 
lose." 

The Scopes Trial— Are We All Made Into Monkeys? 

(Continued on page 5) 
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(Continued from page 4) 

Those of us who have experienced the sex-
offender commitment process ere all too 
keenly aware that playing fast and loose 
when defendants' lives are on the line is not 
limited to criminal law. 

Out of Society and Off witti Ttieir Heads! 

Sex offender commitment as it is actually 
practiced is simply a means of disposal of 
humans so extremely disdained as to cause 
some people to believe that a past sex of
fender simply cannot live a crime-free life
style, and hence, are unfit for life in open 
society. We who have been relegated to 
commitment facilities of this type know full 
well that this is a lie (although sincerely 
accepted by many). 

We also witnessed so-called experts who 
had never met us hold forth hysterically, 
predicting that, for cherry-picked unscien
tific reasons, we supposedly were, guaran
teed to recidivate sexually at some future 
time. 

T he temi 'psychopathic personality' w a s 
rejected a s a term of art by the psychiat 

ric profession in 1885. " 
Dr. E r i ckson, M C C T A T a s k Fo r ce Hearing 

Augus t 2 5 , 1 9 9 4 

Even when our lawyers were adept enough 
to prove to the court that such lies were 
actually contrary to known science, we heard 
judges adopt those lies as a supposed basis 
to chuck us into these modern-day black 
holes simply as an expedient means to get 
rid of us and to play to the electorate they 
hope will re-elect them. 

U sing the civil commitment system to 
confine people like Linehan who are not 

mentally ill, not incompetent, who are fully 
accountable of their actions, and should be 
held fully accountable of their actions, is uncon
stitutional preventive detention. A law aulhoriz-

Then in turn, we are later informed that 
such rolling travesties of justice are upheld 
by appellate judges as supposedly within the 
"discretion" of the trial judge, even though 
any honest person would know upon sight 
that such judicial decisions are nothing more 
than rank exercises in bias as the true basis 
to lock one away - presumably for life. 

finally, after landing in one of these facili
ties, we watch as each of them proclaims 
loudly and long to the public and their admin
istrative overlord agencies and legislators 
that they are treating us so as to make us 
'safe for release.' 

However, in fact, the inapposite gobbledy-
gonk they foist upon us as a false fagade of 
treatment is really just aimed at shaming us 
and making us more considerate and polite 
individuals. If this is the stuff of why sex 
crimes are committed, then such instruction 
and practice at such social skills is some
thing that could be done anywhere, including 
during the parole that each of us is deprived 
of through such commitments. And it cer
tainly does not take the 2D years and more 
that, at a minimum, we remain confined in 
these facilities to impart those lessons to us. 

They do this because, even though they 
assume that we are 'sick.' they haven't the 
foggiest how to construct a treatment pro
gram that would actually fit their "theory" of 
why we committed one or more sex crimes 
all those decades ago. much less their re-
vulsed bias about us that claims that, if 
released, we would immediately begin a 
chain of recidivistic sex crimes that we 
simply could not resist an impulse to do. 

Every word in that bias is scientifically 
baseless, it proceeds from nothing more 
than the crime(s) we committed so long ago, 
augmented only by various non-criminal 
current behaviors that are baselessly ginned 
up Into a claim that, because we do such 
things, we must be heading toward future 
sex crimes. That is a pure non sequitur, a 
pure excuse for the ears of those who stand 
as arbiters in the doorway to release who 
really just want to hear such a convenient 
excuse to never let us go - whether from 
genuine fear, personal disgust or just politi
cal expedience (or usually, all of these). 

inq such detention would in essence establish 
a danqerousness court' authorized to tock 
people up indefinitely based upon the predic
tions of mental health professionals about what 
they think these people might in the future do. 
Applied to people like Linehan, who have 
seived their criminal sentences, where the law 
requires that they be released, this is double 
jeopardy. Preventive detention, danqerous
ness courts, double jeopardy - these are, in my 

opinion, anathema to our democratic way of 

Prof. Eric Janus, 
M C C T A Hearing, August 24 ,1994 

n o n s e q u i t u r Vnan-'se-kwe-tar a l so -"tt^rt 
n [L, it does not fol low]: a statement (as a 
response ) that does not follow logically from 
or is not cleariy related to anything previous
ly sa id 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary and Ttiesaurus 

While all this goes on in the back rooms, 
commitment captors utter lies to us about a 
supposed intention of doing their best to see 
that we get released in reasonable time, but 
really, by this they actually just send us 
round and round the 'treatment merry-go-
round' ad infinitum, until we get uld and die. 

A witch trial in Salem: She had a better chance. 

Collectively, those first subjected tn this 
disguised system of additional punishment 
and pure preventive detention (not even 
justihed by the tiny statistics of actual recid
ivism by sex offenders) fell for il in igno
rance or in patient willingness to play along 
to see where things would go. 

But now. some Iwenty-hve years later, this 
has gone absolutely nowhere. Throughout 
the various jurisdicbons that employ this 
fake-civil commitment as a means of adding 
further incarceration after our prison terms 
have ended, the rates of release, on average, 
from these insidious systems of confinement 
-for-its-own-sake are minimal at most and 
in some cases, are almost non-existent 

Thus, in countrywide 'commitment' confine
ment sex offenders are no longer fooled by 
such empty lies of intention. We know that 
such captors do not intend to release us. and 
we know that they know we know. And none 
of us can afford to continue to accept this 
abuse of our rights and this deliberate 
destruction of our humanity. 

We must speak loudly and incessantly to all 
who will listen about this immoral wrong that 
is inflicted upon us. this permanent incarcer
ation by means of nothing more than sheer 
character assassination of us. 

We will recite the science that this infliction 
silently but deliberately dehes. We will 
expose what is really being done, citing each 
death in conhnement that Is arranged by 
vicious detention of old men, under malignant 
medical neglecL 

We will seek to defrock all such faux 
'experts' from whatever allegedly profes
sional status they have, but which they do 
not deserve: their anti-scientihc frauds 
demand that they be permanently barred 
from the helping professions. 

We will share among ourselves the true 
scientific knowledge, upon which our free
dom should turn, and we will meet our cap
tors in court I D demand that freedom and to 
demand just recompense for the years of 
our lives that they have deprived us oT 

We will politically expose and delegitimize 
all political sponsors of this disingenuous, 
fraudulent commitment misuse and to seek 
to unseat them for their part in this crass 
and knowing conspiracy. Know that the days 
of such permitted 'testilying' have ended. 
Those former sponsors will not come to the 
defense of such character assassins now. 

Having taken their political gains long ago, 
they have moved on to other things. 

These charlatans never had the right to the 
'moral vigilantism' that they have heaped 
upon us at every turn. All of them were, 
from the beginning, motivated by their hatred 
for what they labeled us as representing. 

But no one has the right to dehumanize any 
other person by such hate-speech and such 
extremist lies. Their days at this are done. 

We demand that our lives be legally re
stored to us. Now. 

When will tyrants stop inventing excuses 
to create more confinement? 

Once again, we have a graduation report 
- this bme the death of Jimmy Ramey. 
loogtime confinee in MSDP. after a prolonged 
bout with cancer, at the St Peter. MN MSQP 
facility. In accordance with its longstanding 
and unyielding policy. MSOP would not let Mr. 
Ramey go home to die. 

This is Death Number 72 among those 
confined in MSOP since its inception. In that 
same period. MSQP has only released two 
people to final discharge and only approxi
mately 12 to "provisional discharge" 
(excluding about another 10 awarded such 
status on paper, but not physically released, 
on the excuse that no residence willing to 
accept them is approved by MSOP and local 
authorities. Thus, the ratio of MSOP deaths 
to releases is now B3% to 17%. 

This is the fourth death in less than the 
two months preceding this TLP issue. 

(See next two pages for excerpts from the 
last 1004 legislative audio recordings, plus 
closing commentary.) 
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Excerpts from the Last 1994 Legislative Audio Recordings, Plus 
Closing Commentary 

I5JA MCCTA U g i l i t i v i R w t r ^ i j t 2nd Instalknent 7 Sets (Note: All emphases are editorially supplied, except where marted otherwise) 

S»tl 818 94 Heariig ol the Jonl House/Senate last Force on Sexual Predators 

s : Statentent 

ftiS S w i M a d d e n . . [ T W r e oettino committed because thev are ijoiia lo do exoiraiwi wJhin Ihe n«txl year or ly»o,," 
temepii County 
Vogram Manager 

m tep Bishop )r Lono, what about surqcal methods? Hsve any research been done lo your knowfedqe'' Any ol the joimals on the sheets of a prglrontal lobotonty'' . tethdls i rqerya i i l ' 

3 3 5 8 i- Nicholas Ifltig. 
torepin t iuniy 
^'sychologisl 

Ihal parlcular surqery -1 thouqFit you were reierring lo a diilerert part D( the analomy is known lo have Ihe consetfjsnce of loosening one's ability lo control oiwseK and 3 3 5 8 i- Nicholas Ifltig. 
torepin t iuniy 
^'sychologisl 

r ea le very poor social judgments" 

• • ^ Ihe preiontal bbolomy loosened controls. So if you did one you'd have lo do both * 

3419 p r Nick long 'm not sure even tfcinq castration vyould be a t^pr i a te There are less reslriclr/e chemical castration, but 1 don't Irnow that they are partiajla4y ehedive * 

i 4 3 f l hp Bishop Iha l ' s disappointinq 1 had that combiiation in mind as a possible treatment" 

[)r Nick Long It basicalty has lo do with the enormous cost to society .When a orimtial of his own vdHion conmils an act. 1 (fen t teel that SKiety is indebted lo mate Ihinqs as homelie as 
Dssb le lor Ihal person When the person commits repealed acts as we re laJktiQ about *wlh Ihe sexual predators, and where the treatments that we have availdfale do not have a 
subslanlial proven effectiveness, it seems to me to be spendinq liniled lax dollars in a very loolish way ...[A^ 1 tried lo indicate by reviewtiq vihe* is qoiiq on «i Unit 900 at Ihe 
5ecirily Hospital we are not talkinq about treatment, we are talkinq i n u l a resbence for these people that is very costly And most of Ihe people have repcled oilers ol Ireatment. 
nlh whfe inlbecorrectonalsell inq.and now at the treatment settiiiQ Audi sriply do not see whyasociety isunder any oblkjationtoaftord this to people who mate a conscious 
clioice lo engage fi terrible behaviors' 

46:13 kihn Krwin, Ass'l 
(WomBy General 

'. Most protection of the public Irom persons who are sextdly dangerous is going lo be done through the criminal system It is now; that's the way il yyill cwilinue lo be. Ihe laws 
lave been changed so that much more of that yrfl be happenhq Ihrouqh the criminal syslem. Hiere wll be W e d sKuafions where. Icr one reascn or another, the crminal system 

46:13 kihn Krwin, Ass'l 
(WomBy General 

las not been or is not adequate and a civil confinement systan v»JI be necessarij. ' 

IT Nick long ' As 1 understand t ie issue, it comes in sum to Mr Kirwin's commefits about usinq civil procedures fcr detention. 1 think that's a very - some attorneys niojit s ^ - j f a w f sbps. 
and 1 see it as a dilemma ..jilt may he that we sirruly have to accept the lact Ihal in order to balance Ihe issue of usinq civil procedures to detain people lor basically ..fear d 

IT Nick long 

crininal ads . Ihal wehayelo/tp/dothal al the risk that these people may c e n e out and perpelrate. then 1 hope that the crininal lavfs. if they act again, wodd be there l o p w e n i 
hem kim ever c t̂tinq out aqain... 1 understand the risk and the lears that the piAlic has. bul 1 think that lo expend extraordinary sums oi money to prevent stwethnq Ihal mohi 

perhaps we need to step back and take a more balanced view of the pubic good 

i S e s l i (ichardHansoa 
lemeph County 
Vxjgram Manager 

• h r Ite Irst l ine, with the request to screen sexual psychooath cases. 1 s«e a problem in that Ihe pre-celition screennc orooram couW b« considered as srroly rubber-stamDinq i S e s l i (ichardHansoa 
lemeph County 
Vxjgram Manager 

til requests Qoinc iorward to the coirt. As a Hemepin Cointy en^byee. as a professional social worker, and as a concerned trtember oi the commjnity. 1 cannot see us really truly 
TWJfmending less restrictive alternatives when public safety is at such grea! risk iron these people 1 probabV am getting myself into a great deal of trouble by adrritling thai, but 
he reality wodd be because we do have more than Ifree petjpk) sit »i on very t7»ortanl cases. Ihal we waW have fourteen or fifteen screeners sittmo it on the cases where sexual 

i S e s l i (ichardHansoa 
lemeph County 
Vxjgram Manager 

isYchopalh cases beina staffed 1 wtxiki assume that in any ol those slailinos, 1 could exued hwetve or thirteen or perhaps all ol the staff members to wart lo see Ihal oe r sw in 

i S e s l i (ichardHansoa 
lemeph County 
Vxjgram Manager 

isalesettirn) and go to security hospital. 
'26Qfl Sen Neuvilfe Aslo Ihe relatnnshp between existing criminal lawandthetlwi-proposedsex-ollenderco?rmtment law ) II bl s say [the prosecutor] cant prove beyond a reascnabtedotil, (hen 

fou can still fall bact to the patterned sex offender sJalute. and handle exxlh^ Ifte same faclors in Ihe senteneinq hearinq by the court,.. If somehow you can't qet it under a lher 
req Jaror patterned sex offender sentencriql you lidve Ihe backup ol Ihe cr»il cotrmtmenl vdien Ihe person serves his crrnnal sentence....' [ S e l l Disk lends §328:491 

1 Sft2 819 94 Hearing ol the Joiit House Senate Task forre on Sexual Predators 
125 05 mily Shapiro Discussing County Attorneys' proposed bills Article re conmitment. particularly the 'Sexually Dangerous Person" definition] 1 think the chairman pointed out ^ third con^jonenl. 

hal Ihe person is Ib l y to enqaqe in futire acts of harmlul sexual condud aqaii.. . The orfy additional provision ri lhat definition is that it would not be necessary b r pirposes ol a 
125 05 mily Shapiro 

ammKment lo prove that the person has an liability to control Ihe persons sexual mpukes. and 1 think thai that s h the cateqory ol a read our lips message to Ihe [Slate] Su-

125 05 mily Shapiro 

r e m e Cou l l i f e is a lirEct response to the CcuM's namwmq ol this current standard lo require lhat lite person have an utter lack of ability to control sexual nipulses aitd 

125 05 mily Shapiro 

his simply says that it's Ihe conclusion ol the leaislalure it this were lo he enaded thai it is nol necessary lo Drove lhat Ihe person lacts the ability to control those in^ulses 

mi i j i n Kirwin I W e r Ihe current Psychopathic Personality law as it's been interpreted by Ite Sup-ene Court you need a disorder efement Each ol these rsall-f has thrw elerrents past con-
kid, a dsorder. and a likeikjod ol lutune harmlul conduct In the cirrent Psychopathic Personality statute as interpreted by Ihe Si^reme Court, the disorder eSemenl may he Ihe 
nability to control one's sexual beh«ior or somethinq abnq those lines - or al bast that's part ol the disorder elemeni Wiat this new defnition does - this new standard - is it 
mM say that the dircrtter elemenl ii Ihe manifestation of a sexual personality, y other mental dsorder or dys lundcn. and what we're tryinq lo male cba r here is that's the 

mi i j i n Kirwin 

isonfer etetient. and you shoukin 1 read ir^ility to control bohavkjr h as another part ol that disorder element. Bul what we recoonize here is Ihal perhaos conslHulionally there 

mi i j i n Kirwin 

5 a requiretnent here that this kind ol commilmwt be limited to people v»ho have some sort of disorder or dysfunclion 

M « i . BetioH Thi( s basically Ihe reason why wewart to contnl them: because we thinl, Ihey re Qonq lo 6o it aoain. 

te Hoopes ImusI object on the record lo t l e aspects ol t l« draft bil that broaden Ihe scope ol Ihc present psychopaths personality sialute. My objections are based on several lactors. all 
3l wfeh 1 think are lamiliar lo the lask Force nen i i e rs , first of all, the c i rrenl statute was bund constitutional by our Su reme Court, but only by a bare tt^ri ly. and 1 don't think 

te Hoopes 

wecan itrore Ihe stronq disssnl i i Bbdqetl whch did find the statute unconsliluliorial on Ihe basis of substantive due process conskferations 1 also thiik vne are aS wel aware of 

te Hoopes 

he strong dissent ri the Liieban decision by Jus lbe Gardebrinq that raised other kjndamenlal ta'mess concerns about Ihe sialute in its application Subseousntty stme appellate 

te Hoopes 

ustices have ako expressed trave concern with the use ol the civil conmitment statute lo confine sexual predators. Many justices .^jpeer to teel that these are essentially crrninal 

te Hoopes 

nailers and shculd be dedt wUh Ihrouqh changes in the cr inhal system. 1 thiik lhat lor the leqislatire to proceed lo ctunqe and work wJh the statute wHhoul addi-essinq these 

te Hoopes 

fflry serious concerns o) the iudiciary is srnpty asking for chalfenoes and reversals in whatever statutes STB passed Several vyinesses. i t iudtx i Hennepii County Attorney free-

te Hoopes 

nan and Hennaj'n County PsyehobqisI Nicholas lonq also stated that Ihey believed that i i Ihe bnq term, the appropriate way b r society lo deal with the Dubic l l rea l caused by 

te Hoopes 

l«se sexual predators is Ihroudi Ihe criminal iustice system not throuqh Ihe mental heaKh system 1 believe ZarrKn Maddens leslinony further piiDOilted many ol the very 

te Hoopes 

tlficuh issues ol tryria to lit essentially a crininal potsjlation rito a mental heallh c f disability model ol treatment As an aiH^r/ that worts with oeoole wilh disabilities we are very 

te Hoopes 

; a « » i i e d wJh ttie effect ol maiilainiia an̂ J btwdeninq Ihe civil cormtitmeni ol psychopathic perscralities within I I B menial health system on that system. As we've heard irorn 

Karious winesses and many of the ttaierials «(i>'ve seen, with rare exceolions. the psychopathic personality commillees do nol have mental illnesses they ifc nol have other disabili-

te Hoopes 

ies. and their confinement under the auspices ol Ihe Department ol HuJnan Serwoes, wliere the turoose is essentially to irKarc«rate them, not to treat them is a draji on the 

te Hoopes 

i W y - s t r a b e d reso i rces ol Ihe Department, And our fear is that il diverts resources that are desperately needed by Ihe oeopfe who are the mental hsaKh system's primary 

te Hoopes 

leneliciaries indiviAials wilh mental illnesses and disabilities Im ak-aid that lo broaden tlie scope of the commilment process lor psychopaths further serves lo perpetuate Ihe 

te Hoopes 

mlorlunatB conlusbn and stereotype i i the public's irinds beNveen menial ilhess and critinalitv 1 thrk even within our own task Force we've seen some evidence Ihal lhat is a 

te Hoopes 

rery pervasive prtfclan in our society 
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IZli UrKerwin 

Mtgbered here at Mime pohl and enacted by Ihe teaslatire become tullv eiiective there be a tew people, a rslativety tew taofje. as is the case now, who, far one reason cr 
rolher. there is gong lo be an additional nead ty pubic protection And I Ihiti lor the Icresseable lutire we're qoinq lo need seme sort of civil commtment system to deal wih 

its Opheim 

..The point ol disagreeinent I would Itave wilfi (Ms Hoopes and] some ol these speakers is thai at least al the current time, since we have people coming out ol the careclbnal 
aci l i l iKtfHt hd>en't served those bnqer sentences frecently enacted! but probably even alter the newer serf enees beconeluliy effective or even a t t y any changes that mii^t be 

his lihledyot^ pipe cyje 
Hh lew exceptions, the individuals that have beat identitied that we're taking about are not mentally ill The mental healtli syslent is being used as the tool lo acconplish a goal of 
.eepino these ndivtfuals out ot society We do olfa- trtatment; I don't deny that Bul iiia'e's a bt of people lhat indicate lhat nobody bows if it works and many ol them don't 
leieve it >viKvark The mental health system is not designed lor that It b desiyed lor treatmanl to heb persons with menial illness , .Ihe Department of Human Services related-
y recorranenjed against committing in many ol Ihess cases, ti recognitbn that this was nc( a good lit, these persons weren't mailalh' Jl and that there was no recognizable treat 
ner< lor ihe ps>chopathc personaliW [Set 2 Disk I ends g 2 45 

Sfti J-f 124 94 House Judiciary Cotuniltae Haanng Heartigs. 9 29 94.10.20 94 C/D6/94 ol Jort House Senate Task Force tsn SoMjal Predators, krebvait maHers 
Set 7 1213 94 Hearing ol Ifie Jont House Senate Task Force on Sexual Predators 

"WedonUBvetoqet into the theories ot delemgidiesenlercinqand doomsday dev'tts. and that sort of thing' [Set?. Dist lends 815513. 

Clpsinq Commentary: 

Once again, one of the dominant themes in 
this final segment of recordings was overt 
hatred for sex offenders. For some partici
pants, such as Representative Bishop (one of 
the commitment bill's prime two sponsors), 
this was an overwhelming obsession. Be 
sure to note his desire for 'treatment' via 
castration and lobotomizing. 

Another abiding theme is that sex offenders 
act "of their own volition"/as a matter of 
"choice" in committing sex crimes. (See. for 
instance. Dr. Long's comments.) This con
flicts with the contrary constitutional re
quirement in the Hendricks and Crane deci
sions by SCOTUS (at least "serious difhculty" 
in controlling sexual impulses). Yet. Emily 
Shapiro and John Kirwin explain the intent of 
the 1994 MCCTA to eliminate any statutory 
need to prove any volitional impairment in 
order to commit a sex offender. Defiance of 
the federal Constitution is thus quite clear. 

Overall, concessions of a lack of mental 
illness or even merely of any disorder re-
quirement in the bill appear (as illustrated in 
this sample). Further voiced was the fear 

prompting the legislation of deliberate, 
premeditated criminal recidivism by sex 
offenders, just as such pre-planning by any 
other type of criminal. 

This illustrates, as Ms. Hoopes complains, 
that the bill misuses what should be a mental 
ailment commitment to address what is 
simply a criminal justice problem, thereby 
erecting a form of pure preventive detention 
- utterly apart from aoy true psychiatric 
malfunctions that would lead to irresistible 
sudden impulses. 

In response to Ms. Hoopes criticism, Kerwin 
(one of the actual designer's of the bill) 
simply cites a shortcoming in sex-crime 
sentences (not any mental problems) as 
requiring passage of the bill. 

Beyond candid admissions that the bill is 
just a pragmatic means to inflict permanent 
preventive detention, rather than any mental 
health need, the most mysterious utterance 
is in closing by Task Force Chairperson Wes 
Skoglund. citing an avoidance of the need to 
be concerned about "doomsday devices" by 
passage of the bill. No explanation for this 
statement was given. Many references are 
possible, all utterly fascinating. 

In conclusion, the various statements 
contained in both segments of the record
ings of legislative deliberations about the 
1994 MCCTA bill clearly show time and again 
that it was intended to serve simply as a 
preventive detention device to prevent 
crimes though to be likely at the hands of 
those to be preventively detained. Because 
of this aim, the MCCTA of 1994 unquestiona
bly violates the protection intended by the 
guarantee of substantive due process. 
Under American constitutional law, it is 
impermissible to lock people up out of noth
ing more than fear of future crimes which 
may be committed by them. 

No one has any crystal ball of prediction. 
Yet virtually every commitment trial under 
the MCCTA today focuses almost exclusively 
on exactly such predictions - really just 
unscientific guessing. If American justice is 
to retain any respectability at all, it must 
renounce incarceration outside of criminal 
sentencing. That is the only proper venue for 
recidivism concerns. The MCCTA of 1994 
must be struck down. 

Did you c h o o s e to take the e levated, or a 
b u s ? Or were you so se ized by an impulse to 
take one or the other that you couW not resist 
that impulse? Why would you a s s u m e that 
s o m e o n e contemplating a crime would act 
with no decis ional p rocess , but only under the 
power of such an irresistible impulse? 

Gladden Excerpt: 

Attainder: Functional 
Analysis, Part 2 of 3 

(Continued from page 5) 

Grant af Jail Credit far MSOP DetBn-
tian Sfiaws fts tncarcarative, Punitive 
Functional Nature. 
Confinement in MSOP has been held by 

the Minnesota Court of Appeals to qualify for 
"jail credit" in sentencing, implying its nature 
as incarceration. 

Ontil shortly after the 1994 Act residen
tial amenities in MSDP resembled those of 
Minnesota's "regional treatment centers." 
(See for description, e.g.: "Treating Sex 
Offenders," supral. As that article explains: 
"To support treatment programs and pre
vent constitutional challenges, MSPPTC 
[predecessor entity to MSOP] gives the 
perception - both legal and psychological -
that persons committed under SOP law are 
no longer jailed." Citing its design as being a 

"'step up' from the architecture of typical 
detention facilities," with "certain residential 
amenities that may be unpopular with the 
public." the article continues: 

"Architectural project manager John 
Strachota of BWBR Architects says 
there is another reason for the unique 
design. 'Patients may be held indefinite
ly, so we had to make the facility better 
than any existing prison in the state. If 
not. it would have been very easy for 
patients to commit a crime against a 
staff member or another patient in 
order to be sentenced and returned to 
prison, thus effectively getting moved 
out of the facility,' he says." 
However, as the Karsjens Third Amended 

Complaint alleges, in more recent years 
those amenities have been stripped away, 
and new housing buildings (Complexes Dne 
and Two) have been constructed for occu
pancy by MSDP detainees, effectively mir
roring housing at a maximum-security 
prison. Thus, notes "Treating Sex Offenders" 
(id), specifically referring to MSOP. "..if 

treatment programs are not successful, if 
current law is stricken down, or if sex of
fenders start receiving life sentences, state 
ofhcials say the facility can be converted for 
USB as a prison." (emphasis added). 

In State v. Johnson 744 N.W.2d 37B. 379 
(Minn. 2008). the Minnesota Supreme Court 
acknowledged the fact that the sex offender 
commitment facility was "without dispute the 
functional equivalent of a jail." These func
tional equivalencies categorically attest to 
the incarcerative. punitive nature of 
SPP/SDP commitment. 

The Identical Re/julrement far 

= F ^ 

'CanditlonalRelease, 'Bath from Sex-
Crime Santencas and RBIBSSB from 
MSIF, Sham the Punitiva Nature af 
Cammltment Under the Act. 
As opposed to other commitments, a 

statutory provision applicable only to sex 
offender commitment under the aforesaid 
Act requires that anyone released from 
MSDP must serve ten years thereafter on 
"conditional release." Every sex offender 

. — i ' ' r ' ~ — ' — jrtfi ŷ̂  S D wc 
reieasBd from prison must SBrvB that same 
"conditional release" period as part of the 
sBotencB itself for his sex crime(s). Indeed, 
the requirement for that term of conditional 
release as to commitment release defines 
itself by reference to that same requiremBnt 
in the sex-offender sentencing statute. This 
means, quite flatly, that at least this part of 
the MSOP commitment scheme in Minnesota 
is expressly penal, due to the unquestionably 
punitive character of that ten-yBar term of 
"conditional release." In turn, that punitive 
character swings wide the door to raising a 
bill of attainder claim, and indeed, even a 
double jeopardy claim, against those Minne
sota commitment statutes. (Note that double 
jeopardy requires punitive character, in the 
sense of criminal penalties, whereas attain
der requires only 'penal' character, a much 
broader term including, e.g.. loss of employ
ment.) Therefore, due to the unquestionably 
punitive character ot that ten-year term of 
"conditional release." commitment to MSOP, 
including this release conditioning there-

(Continued on page 8) 



(Continued from page 7) technologv to treat sex offenders. 
Farnswortfi more recently added that, in 

from, is also unquestionably punitive in' the nearly 20 years of MSOP existence, 
function. "there has not been a huge explosion of 

BBcausB Na OifferencB in Sexual Re- \e or efficacy of treatment" of sex 
cidlvism Has Evsr BBBB Sham to Be offenders. 
Due ta Sex Offendar Treatment, Such- In July 2008. a report by the United 
TrBBtmant Dues Nat Provide a Nan- States Congressional Research Service 
Punitive Function or Aim al Minnesota concluded, "research indicates that there is 
Sex Offender Cammltment Under the m\. enough evidence to dehnitely prove that 
Act treatment for sex offenders works." 

! Gregory OeClue "Avoiding Garbage 2: In Minnesota sex offender commitment 
; Assessment of Risk for Sexual Violence after proceedings pursuant to said expert testi-
i Long-Term Treatment." 33 Jour OfPsychia- mony of e diagnosis of a "mental disorder" 
j try S law 173 (Summer 2005). summarizes or "abnormalities." the existence of which is 
! on the lack of any evidence that sex offender: claimed in such testimony to make it difficult 
i treatment works to any significant extent in ' or impossible for the commitment respond-
' lowering sex-crime recidivism thus: ' ent to control his criminal behavior, is heavi-
I p. I88:"...[l]t has been impossible to '\y relied upon by the trial judge in adjudging 
I determine whether treatment has caused ' commitment under said Act. 

a decrease in recidivism risk. Treatment effective at eradicating any of 
"Consider a recent well-designed these "mental disorders" or "abnormalities" 

study. Hanson Broom, and Stephenson .^ws not exist. MSOP policy and practice 
report: 'The treatment program examined ' deems the continued existence of any of 
in this study did not appear to be effective • these purported "mental disorders" or 
in reducing recidivism. Although some "abnormalities" to inherently reflect an 
analyses slightly favored one group or the elevated risk of sexual re-offense and. pur-
other, the differences between the treat- suant to said policies and practices, thus a 
ed and untreated groups was virtually bar to release. This makes every MSOP 
zero after controlling for year of release,: detainee unamenable to effective treatment, 
follow-up time, and static risk factors.' I Such ongoing commitment of MSOP de-
[citing Hanson. T.K., Broom, SStephenson tainees unamenable to effecbve treatment 
I.M. (2004). "Evaluating Community Sex essentially by dehnition converbng their 
Offender Treatment Programs: A 12-Year commitment to pure preventive detention in 
Follow-Op of 724 Offenders." Canadian .i\^zz\. is therefnre purely punitive in func-
Jour Of Behavioral Science 3B(2): 87-90.; tion. For this reason, such commitment and 
at 94.]" I detention functionally imposes a bill of at-

p. l89:"...[W]hBn one considers cur- [tainder upon Plaintiffs, as well as depriving 
rently available research, we do not know all Plaintiffs herein of substantive due pro-
whether sex-offender treatment works, cess. 
we do not know what type of sex offender' [Next time: the final installment about the 
treatment works (if any) " functional analysis to determine whether 

We should not communicate (directlycommitment-as-preventive-detention 
or by implication) that we know more than • amounts to bill of attainder.] 
we do about what - if anything - in sex-
offender treatment produces consistent, 
lasting decreases in risk to reoffend." 
Large-scale academic statistical studies. 

both in Minnesota in 1997 and in California in 
2005. have found no significant differences 
in rates of sexual re-offense between those 
receiving sex offender treatment and those 
not There is no definitive research demon
strating the effectiveness of sex offender 
treatment in reducing recidivism. 

In the early 1990s, when sex offender 
I commitments in Minnesota first began in 
earnest (under a predecessor law to the 
current SPP law) and MSOP was proposed as 

ia formal agency. Or. Michael Farnsworth. 
i then a furensic psychiatrist at St. Peter 
' Security Hospital ("MSH"). led opposition tn 
that proposal and to substantial numbers of 
sex offender commitments, saying, among 

1 other things, that there was no proven 

Dynamic Difficulty: 
Dynamic Risk 

Assessment Problems 
Reveal Conceptual 

Questions 

Sharon Casey "Dynamic Risk and Sexual 
Offending: The Conundrum of Assessment." 
Psychology Crime Slaw (published 
online: Dec. 23.2015) (http:// 
dx.doi.org/ID.ID80/IOBB3IGX.2DI5.llll3BB 
Text excerpts: 

"[Citing Mann. Hanson BThornton. 2010). 
Casey states:] ...the authors offered no expla
nation regarding the causal nature of these 
risk factors " 

"...[E]vidence for a definite link between 
changes in dynamic risk and reduced recidi
vism remains limited, (citing, inter alia Han
son B Morlon-Bourgon. 2005: Diver B Wang. 
2011), This clearly raises questions about the 
RNR paradigm and, as a corollary, the assess
ments based on its framework and how these 
assessments are interpreted." 

"...[A[] lack of clarity remains about how we 
understand the very notion of dynamic risk 
(seeWards Beech.2015)." 
"Dynamic Risk Assessment 

"The dominant RNR paradigm (Andrews B 
Bonts.2010) conceptualises dynamic risk as 
enduring psychological or behavioral features 
shown not only to correlate with recidivism 
but. due to their variability, amenable to 
change following intervention (Bonta. 199B; 
Hanson B Bussiere. 1998: Hanson B Harris. 
2001: Proulx. Perreault 8 Duimet. 1993: 
Thornton. 2002). Dynamic factors are further 
delineated as either stable or acute. Stable 
dynamic risk factors are those with a tenden
cy to be persistent characteristics (i.e.. stable 
over time) that change over an extended 
period of time (e.g.. cognitive distortions, 
deviant sexual arousal). Acute dynamic risk 
factors, on the other hand, are more fluctuat
ing or rapidly changing (e.g., negative emo
tional state, substance abuse, and victim 
acquisition behaviors) and can daily, even 
hourly. Consequently, acute dynamic risk is 
said to have the potential to signal the time at 

which offending is at greatest risk of occur
ring." 
"Beech Deviancy Scale 
"The Beech Deviancy Scale (Beech. 1998: 

Beech 8 Fisher. 2004) is a psychological 
typology that distinguishes between high and 
low deviancy offenders based on the pres
ence of stable dynamic risk factors (Le.. pro 
-offending attitudes, socio-affective func
tioning). ...Based on a scoring protocol. High 
Deviance men display: high levels of cogni
tive distortions about children, highly dis
torted attitudes about their victims, sexual 
obsessions, and self-reported sexual devi
ance patterns (Beech, 1998), They also 
report problems forming adult intimate 
attachments, showiog a preference for 
having their emotional needs met by chil
dren, while experiencing other socio-
affective difficulties (e.g., low self-esteem, 
loneliness: Beech. 1998: Beech B Ford. 
2000). In contrast, there is an absence of 
generalized cognitive distortions with Low 
Deviance men, no evidence of emotional 
identification with children (in fact, it has 
been shown to be lower than non-offender 
groups: see Fisher, Beech, B Browne, 1993). 
Although Low Deviance men exhibit social 
inadequacy problems, it is not as marked as 
that found in High Deviance men." 
"Structured Assessment of Risk and 
Need (Structured Risk Assessment) 

"The Structured Assessment of Risk and 
Need (also known as the Structured Risk 
Assessment [SRA], Thornton, 2D02) is a 
research-guided, multistep framework that 
integrates a Static Risk Assessment 
(RM2DDD/S: Thornton et at, 2DD3: or Static-
39), an assessment of treatment needs 
(Initial Deviancy Assessment [IDA] in the 
SRA) and an evaluation of progress based on 
treatment response to determine treatment 
change (see Craig et al., 20D7: Tolly, Browne 
8 Craig, 2015)." 

"...While one can question the impact of 
environmental or individual factnrs on 
psychometric test results, it also raises 
questions abuut the efficacy of the test 
battery." 
"Stable 2DD7/Acute 2007 

"The STABLE-2DD7/ACUTE-2007 (end 
preceding versions) are the most widely 
used sexual offender dynamic risk assess
ment tools in Canada and the US (McGrath, 
Cumming, Burchard, Zeoli. B Ellerby. 2010). 
An interview- and file-based tool, the STABLE 
•2007 is comprised of 13 relatively enduring 
but changeable factors that reflect five 
stable dynamic dimensions: (i) significant 
social influences: (ii) inUmacy deficits: (iii) 
sexual self-regulation problems: (iv) general 
self-regulation problems: (v) (non)co-
operation with supervision (Hanson et at. 
2D07). Factors are assessed using three-
point ratings scales (D = no problem: I = 

(Continued on page 9) 
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(Continued from page 8) 

some concern/slight problem; 2 = present/ 
definite concern) with total scores ranging 
from 0 to 2B. Total scores are assigned to 
one of three empirically derived need cate
gories (Low D-3: Moderate. 4-11: and High. 12-
28). The ACUTE-2DD7 is comprised of seven 
rapidly changeable risk factors, which form 
two discrete factors; sexual preoccupations, 
victim access, rejection of supervision, and 
hostility: emotional collapse, collapse of 
social supports, and substance abuse 
(Hanson e t a l 2D07). 
Conclusions 

"What does the preceding summary of 
structured dynamic risk tools tell us about 
their usefulness in the context of assessing 
sexual offenders? The most telling point is 
that the majority of risk prediction variance 
is explained by the static component of the 
assessment and that the incremental validity 
of dynamic risk factors is limited. Does this 
mean that dynamic risk factors fail to tell us 
anything about the individual? That will 
depend largely on what position is taken 
regarding the relationship between static 
and dynamic risk. If one adopts the aetiolog-
ical model described by Beech and Ward 
(20D4: Ward B Beech. 2015). clearly the two 
will be related, although it remains unclear 
how this model can be used to inform the 
assessment process Finally, there is the 
perspective that 'real' dynamic predictors 
should demonstrate incremental validity to 
static risk factors and that change on that 
variable should effect an appreciable change 
in risk (Harris et at. 2003). However, to 
demonstrate incremental validity one must 
hrst have a clearly gperationalized construct 
and that clearly is not the case. More work 
is needed in this regard. 

"...[T]he strength of the relationship be
tween the dynamic risk factors and recidi-
vism was low even when one takes into 
account such factors as sample sizes, base 

by which accuracy is judged. It is worth 
noting that Rice and Harris (2005) acknowl
edged that the categories were provided as a 
tentative rule of thumb. Perhaps research
ers have become complacent with seemingly 
'strong' effect sizes found on the current 
battery of assessment tools and willing to 
accept incremental validity in the range of .02 
-.04 as sufficient evidence that the assess
ment tool is meeting the criteria of evidence-
based assessment, 

"In conclusion, the way forward in dynamic 
risk assessment it seems, is by takinq a step 
back. A step back in terms of theory develop
ment from which can emerge the constructs 
that might dehne and explain risk. This 
should, in turn, inform the development of 
assessment tools which can be validated 
according to best practice and evidence-

Hanson BMorton-Bourgon. 20Q4.2005: Mann 
et at 2010).... 

"One last point that needs to be made both 
with respect to overall effect size and incre
mental validity is how these are interpreted. 
The most commonly used stabstical method 
for establishing predictive accuracy is 
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area 
under the curve (AUC) analysis (Mossman. 
1994: Swets. Dawes. B Monahan. 20D0). 
While ROC analysis provides several ways of 
summarizing prediction accuracy, here we 
are concerned with two commonly used 
indices. The Hrst index, the area under the 
curve (AOC), is a simple summary of overall 
accuracy which involves a comparison of 
sensitivity or 'hit rate' (i.e., percentage of 
reoffenders correctly identified as high risk 
on assessment) with specificity (i.e., per
centage of non-reoffenders correctly identi- j based assessment guidelines. 
fied as low risk). False positives (false alarm 
rate) is reciprocal to sensitivity (true posi
tives); false negatives (miss rate) is recipro
cal to specificity. Calculating the effect size 
of the prediction method is another way that 
the overall accuracy of prediction can be 
summarized. ROC curves and standardized 
mean differences (Cohen's d) are based on 
similar statistical models and the convention 
has become to convert AOC values to Co
hen's d using the values of .20, .50, and .80 
as small, medium, and large, respectively 
(Cohen, 1988). In the broad held of behavior
al research this has come to represent AOC 
values of .5B. .B4. and .71 (Rice B Harris. 
2DD5). By way of comparison, other disci
pline areas have suggested: .50- 70 rather 
low accuracy. .70- 90 useful for some pur-

- 1.0 rather high accuracy 

events based on visions seen in a ball of rocK 
crystal. 
Encydopasdia Britannica Ultimate Reference Suite. 

Ctiicago: Encyclopasdia Britannica, 2013. 

rates for renffendinq, and variations in 
onpulation. ...[Mleta-analytic findings show 
that sinqle risk factors are not strongly 
enouqh correlated with sexual recidivism to 
be sole predictors (Hanson B Bussiere, 1998; 

L 

poses, and 
(Swets. 1988): or 0.50 no discrimination. .70-
.80 acceptable discrimination. .80-.90 excel
lent discrimination (Hosmer B Lemeshow. 

Crystal gazing : divination of 
distant or future 
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Jpay Expose— 
The Bad News: They 

Want Your Money. 
The REALLY 

Bad News: 
They're Not Alone. 

Editor's Note: Departing somewhat from 
osoal practice, the following excerpts from 
one maio article will be periodically inter
rupted by congruent excerpts from three 
other articles on the subject to give a broad
er view of this problem, A Concluding Note 
will draw together the theme of how this 
problem hts in terms of the need to assert 
our constitutional right to communicate with 
the free world without being held up by 
corporate highwaymen for that right. 

Michael Waters "The Outrageous Scam of 
'free' Tablets for the Incarcerated," The 
Outline Aug ID, 2DI8: 
"...Since 2DIB, prison telecommunications 

companies like JPay and Global Tel Link have 
been giving out thousai'ds of free tablets to 
inmates in several states, including New 
York, Florida, Missouri, Indiana, Connecticut 
and Georgia. While the tablets are marketed 
as ways to let Inmates educate themselves, 
prepare tn re-enter the workforce, and 
communicate with their loved ones, the 
economics behind what has become e free-
tablet imbroglio suggest that in some cases 
the operation is no more than a money grab 
for every player in the chain, from state 
governments to the distributors. 

The tablets feature each company's unigue 
online marketplace, which is something like 
an iTunes/Venmo/Gmail mashup, allowing 
inmates to send emails, video chat, receive 
money transfers, and download select mov
ies, TV shows, and music. Most tablets block 
internet access, though in some states 
inmates are allowed to visit online libraries 
and news sites.,.. 

...[F][nr many inmates and their families, 
that [free] price tag has not panned out as 
promised. It's very misleading to call them 
free,' said Stephen Raher, a lawyer and 
volunteer at the Prison Policy Initiative 
["PPI"] who researches communication 
systems in prison. '...[I]f you want to do 
anything with that tablet, you have to pay, 
and the prices are eye-raising for anyone ' 

In New York, for example, JPay - which 
aspires to be the 'Apple of prisons' - gave 
out 52,DDD tablets in February 2DI8. By 
2022, it expects to make all of that money 
back plus $9 million in profit, according to 
internal company documents. That's be
cause of the way it has priced even its most 
basic inmate services. 
JPay charges [a] $4.15 service fee to 

transfer $20 from the outside to an inmate. 
Sending one email costs S.35, double that to 
include a photo, and quadruple to include a 
video. A song can cost up to $2.50, and an 
album can be - somewhat inexplicably - as 
much as $4B. Chat with a loved one? That'll 
be $18 per hour. But even these prices 

fluctuate during busy seasons. For instance, 
WIRED reported that the price of an email 
might increase from $.35 to $.47 around 
Mother's Day, when inmates most want to 
communicate with loved ones. 

'It's prices that are way over market rates, 
and it just seems like predatory pricing, just 
pure profit-seeking.' said Raher. 'That's 
money that needs to come from family 
members, and usually there's a fee associat
ed with sending it to someone's commissary 
account It's a very predatory system.' 

[Wanda Bertram BPeter Wagner 'How to 
Spot the Hidden Costs in a 'No-Cost' Tablet 
Contract," Prison Policy Initiative July 24, 
2018. add: "Providing refunds to incarcer
ated people when they are released, not in a 
check but via a pre-paid debit card rife with 
fees - such as monthly 'service' fees, fees 
for checking your account balance, or auto
matic fines for inactivity. (You can request a 
check instead-for $10.) [You might be best-
off to do so. Katie Rase Ouandt "Lawsuit 

How Much Do 'Free' Tablets Actually Cost 
Incarcerated People? 
! Loading Fees 
I Money Transfers: Deposits less than $20 
cost $3.5D. 

! Messages: Emails need 'Stamps' starting at 
35 cents. 

! Release Cards: Debit card activity is laden 
with fees. 

! Media: Songs cost $l-$2.50 (above the 
market rate) 

Total: $9 Million to JPay in 5 Years 

Reveals How Tech Companies Profit Off the 
Prison-Industrial Complex." Ibink Progress 
Center Tor American Progress Action Tund 
cites the case of a California inmate (Joe 
Reyes) who was released with a JPay debit 
card containing the balance of his prison 
accnunt and a $200 statutory 'gate-fee' to 
help him travel back home. However, once 
he bought his bus ticket, tho card ceased 
working. Upon inquiry, customer service told 
him his account was frozen for "suspicious 
activity." For a full year, Reyes unsuccess
fully tried to get JPay to relinquish his mon
ey, finally simply being told that the account 
was "closed." He was forced to sue the firm. 
His attorney discovered that JPay regularly 
engaged in such fraudulent practice all 
around the country of falsely claiming 
"fraudulent activity" to evade its obligation 
to pay out releasees' money to them. The 
latest trick: JPay has Inserted langoage io 
its "User's AgrBement (a document that you 
will probably never see. even though being 
bound by it from the hrst moment you sub
scribe to JPay and order a tablet), requiring 
you to take all disputes with JPay to a panel 
of arbitrators of its choice, with whom you 

will only be able to communicate through -
you guessed it JPay fee-based services.] 

'If it's this easy to encourage vendors to 
provide free tablets to inmates, why aren't 
they being provided to our students?' The 
answer ...is that students would never pur
chase a fake 'stamp' to send an email to their 
parents." 

[Not all tablets are free, incidentally. Tonya 
Riley "'Free' Tablets Are Costing Prison 
Inmates a Fortune." Mother Jones (Internet 
periodical). Oct 5. 2018. cites Ohio's con
tract with JPay. under which prisoners must 
pay $140 for a 7-inch tablet. Riley Mi that 
the per-use fees are "for services that are 
free for non-incarcerated internet users 
through services like Google and Skype. In 
some facilities, a simple game like solitaire 
that would be free on a phone costs up to 
$7.93. and movie rentals and purchases 
range from $2 to 25. These rates are on the 
cheaper end of the market: in other states, 
such as Indiana. ...GTL charges ...up to $7.99 
for 48-hour movie rentals, and $24.33 for a 
monthly music subscription. [Ask yourself: 
Is this where the ever-narrower restrictions 
on disc-based videos here in MSDP are 
going?] Even premium versions of stream
ing services Spotify and Apple Music only 
cost $3.33 a month for those on the outside 
[with no per-song or per-raovie fee], and 
those plans grant access tn millions more 
songs than what GTL nffers. [Riley also 
notes that FCC limits on per-minute phooe 
call cost instituted in late 2015. have been 
struck down by court ruling that Pres. Trump 
ordered FCC attorneys not to oppose. Trump 
also appointed as FCC Chairman Ajit Pai, who 
previously served as Securus' lawyer. Thus, 
these firms can now charge what they want 
for calls once again. Use of tablets will likely 
serve as an excuse to charge fees for calls 
at rates higher than ever before.] 

Ownership of this media can be tenuous. 
Just this summer, Florida inmates lost about 
$11.3 million in music downloads after the 
correcbons department switched from JPay 
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to a new contractor. Other inmates report 
media downloads disappearing from their 
devices for no explained reason. Riley cites 
countless reports of malfunction/breakdown 
of the tablets or various apps or other 
functioos in them, wilh requests for ser
vice/repair often going months before 
response. Facilibes using kiosks as an 
alternative to tablets cite inmates waiting in 
long lines for a merely 20-minute session, in 
which to get all of their needs hlled. Most 
users complain that this simply does not get 
the job done. Riley also mentions that some 
facilities have done away with all paper-
based incoming mail in the wake of J-Pay-
type systems. Instead, inmates only get 
black-and-white scans of incoming mall with 
- you guessed it - a charge per page.] 

[Riley also observes that New York re
duced its in-person visiting days from seven 
down to three after signing on with JPay. 
which offers video visits al the aforesaid 
exorbitant fees.] 

In a 20IB bid proposal from Securus to 
...Nebraska. JPay stated that it served 'more 
than 1.0 million inmates and released offend
ers in 34 states' for all of its services.... 
[emphasis added. In addition to its array of 
incarceration services. Securus also lists 
"parolee GPS monitoring." "voice biomet
rics." "data analytics." and "managed access 
service (wireless contraband)." Thus, it is 
clear that Securus plans to cash-in. at your 
expense, by keeping you tightly in hne. The 
question: if/when released, will you be 
blocked from Internet access so that JPay 
or a similar firm, acting in proht-sharing 
conspiracy with the State, can extract large 
sums from you for pitiful claimed substi
tutes?] 

[Returning now to Michael Wateri article 
for The Outline] 

...family members of inmates who request
ed anonymity told The Outline that as much 
as 25 percent of their monthly income went 
to paying for phone calls, video chats, aod 
digital commissary items like games. 
JPay is owned by Securus. a conglomerate 

of prison tech companies... Securus' main 
competitor is Global Tel Link ["GTL"]. a 
powerful telecommunications company.... If 
recent acquisitions are approved. Securus 
and GTL will have a combined share of as 
much as 84 percent of the prison telecom
munications market. Securus and GTL are 
responsible for the predatory pricing of 

prison phone calls: in some states, a 25-
minute phone call can cost as much as $15. 

Companies like JPay and GTL often sign 
contracts with entire state prison systems, 
and prisoners have no choice but to use 
whichever company is chosen for them. 
Many states earn a portion of the revenue 
generated from prisoners using tablets, so 
the incentive is to pick the company with the 
highest prices: the more that a telecommu
nications company makes off the inmates, 
the more the prison makes. 

Prisons earn back anywhere from 10 to 50 
percent of the revenue generated from 
emails sent by the people they incarcerate. 
For instance, GTL introduced free tablets in 
Indiana last year, from which it expects to 
make $G.5 million -including a sizable cut 
$750,000 per year, for the state. Securus. 
meanwhile, has paid out $1.3 billioo io com-
missioos over the last ID years (a number 
that includes commissions for non-tablet 
programs, including phone calls). 

Doth companies allegedly use that money 
in exchange for political favors: the Missis
sippi attorney general accused GTL of brib
ing the state's main corrections officer with 
commissions so that he would cut more 
lucrative contracts with the company. (jTL 
settled fro $2.5 million in August 2017.) 

Fven the truly free services offered by the 
prisons, including online libraries and edu
cation programs, have come under fire. 
Many prisons have scrapped their physical 
law libraries, but the online libraries that 
have replaced them often pack the legal 
resources inmates need.... The legal ser
vices offered through the tablets have also 
malfunctioned so frequently that countless 
incarcerated people have been left without 
proper legal aid. 

And those education programs are getting 
similarly negative reviews... 

Some telBcommunicatians companies have 
explicitly marketed the tablets to prisons as 
a way to uncover inmate crimes. A 2013 
report from telecommunications company 

Telmate noted, 'the more ao inmate com
municates, the more likely he or she will self-
incriminate.' 

...Privacy violations are not hypothetical 
either: in a June 2018 lawsuit, Securus was 
charged with recording private conversa
tions between incarcerated people and their 
lawyers aod sharing them with prosecutors, 
a violation of their attorney-client privilege." 

Editor's Concluding Note: 
All that glitters is not gold. The first lesson 

from the 'Trojan horse' scheme that JPay 
and its compebtors offer is that such non-
Internet tablets only provide a license to 
spend money - in fact. lots, for very little. 

From the standpoint of our captors, this 
kind of scheme is simply a way to obscure 
the fact that we are not being given any 
means of Internet access and instead, are 
only being placated by the entertainment 
options and games offered via such tablets. 
The profit participation of the State in this 
scheme is the most shameful aspect of this. 
Rather than protect us. as consumers, from 
these egregious rip-offs based up our lack of 
choice and our helplessness in this, the State 
in this case is deliberately selling us down 
the river to the waiting clutches of these 
robber-baron prohteers. 

Do not be deceived. These tablet systems 
do not offer any signihcant amount of educa
tion beyond the kind offered in-person in 
MSOP's own Education Department. Even the 
so-called online libraries and news sites 
offered on these tablets aren't really on the 
Internet: they are periodically downloaded as 
a 'snapshot' to the intranet offered by the 
tablet system. 

You have already read my explanation in 
recent TLP issues of the first Amendment 
lawsuit now being readied. Among other 
things, that case seeks access to the real 
Internet. Effectively, such access will be 
free. Thus, you will be able lo gain access to 
the very kinds of functionality which the 
'tablet system' denies to you or, in a paltry 
few exceptions, provides to you, but only at 
exorbitant prices - with no true Internet 
access. 

By the numbers, all but a tiny sliver of 
content on the Internet as accessible without 
cost. For those here in MSDP so long that 
they have never had access to the Internet in 
your lives, the staggering breadth of subject-
matter and the range of view will amaze you. 
Your sudden access to infurmation of all 
kinds, as well as to free access to entertain
ment and to open-participation discussion 
groups will force you to make choices for 
lack of time to attend to it all. 

Of course, given the secured nature of this 
facility, a certain minimal level of hitering 
out of content that could cause security 
problems or a risk of disruption here will be 

inevitable. However, onless you purposely 
seek out such material, you are uolikely to 
run into such filter-based limits. Such filtra
tion will only do you good in any event; some 
material on the Internet is illegal. Allowing 
you to wander into such web sites or related 
platforms could net you a very serious 
criminal charge. This function of Bltration of 
websites can actually save your keister from 
a very abrasive slide. 

In sum, I urge you to speak out against 
administrative consideration of such a tablet 
system, and even to write to legislators and 
the governor in opposition to it. This will not 
give you what you need or want and will only 
skin you for many semolians. Instead, join 
our judicial campaign for true Internet 
access, and for all of the other First Amend
ment rights of which we are being deprived 
by rules now in place in MSDP. Whether from 
judicial orders or the pressure of these 
pending legal claims, things in all these 
regards will change for the better. Start by 
reading the next article, and go from there. 

* * « « « • * 

First Amendment 
Case: A Review of Its 
Claims — & What You 

Can Do to Help! 

Editor's Opening Note - Why We Need S 
Should Have Internet Access: 

I start this article with this note about the 
key role that our claim for Internet access 
will have in this case because of the over
whelming importance that Internet access 
plays in everyday modern life and because, if 
we fail to gain Internet access, even if we win 
every other separate point in our lawsuit we 
still will not have even just a shadow of the 
communicative and informational power that 
Internet access would give us. With Internet 
access we live in the modern world even 
though physically confined. Without Internet 
access, even were we freed (let's say. to 
provisional discharge), we would effectively 
remain locked away in a modern-day black 
hole of our own, deprived of access to infor
mation about jobs, housing options, availabil
ity of and great deals on goods, social con
nections, political and other discussion 
groups, issues of the day, and myriad other 
matters. We would be utterly uninformed, 
and thus, the eguivalent of illiterates and the 
mentally dehcient. With these thoughts in 
mind, let's begin. 

The situation in sex offender commitment 
facilities with regard to access to the out
side world Is generally grave, as MSDP 
restrictions attest. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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(Continued from page 11) 

Visiting restrictions are extreme No local 
newspapers can be subscribed to, possessed 
or read. Video media are extremely re
stricted. Books and magazines are regularly 
censored due to content or simply topic. 

Compoter ownership is barred, along with a 
host of other electronic devices. No educa-! 
tion is provided or even allowed beyond the 
high school level except with rare permission I 
only by Clinical Department approval for i 
specihc reasons thought valid and important 
by staff of that department. No video visiting 
is allowed at all. 

Phone calls are limited and are inmate-paid. 
All phone calls are recorded. Mail is read 
and often subject to censorship. Dther First 
Amendment restrictions apply to every 
means of communication with the outside 
world. 
The further fact is that print media are now 

in a mass die-off everywhere, as free Inter
net distribution of news, opinion, and infor
mation of every kind proliferates beyond the 
power of expensive print distribution to 
compete. Even traditional 'snail mail' is only 
seldom used anymore by those having ac
cess to email and other connectivity means 
via Internet. 

Now the default means of communication is 
Internet-based calling and smart phones, 
allowing simultaneous real-time dialog and 
sharing of digital documents and hies, includ
ing spreadsheets and presentations, as well 
as CG video as design and projection media 
and as bases for virtual reality and augment
ed reality means for conceptual visualization 
brought to real-world scenarios. 
The current ban on Internet access is 

based solely on the claimed fear that sex 
offenders, as opposed to any other group of 
prisoners or merely any subset of society, 
would supposedly abuse access to the Inter
net in some nonstop slavish search for and 
acquisition of illegal pornography or a sup
posed search for victims to exploit and/or 
sexually abuse online. 
The first answer to this is: Even if so, those 

who do so will be readily apprehended and 
punished in accordance with the universally 
applicable criminal law. The forces of law 
enforcement against such Internet crimes 
are everywhere in depth, from the F.B.I, to 
I.C.E., to statewide investigation and enforce
ment agencies in place in every state, and in 
all counties and also separately in most mid-
or large-size cities. It would be folly for 
anyone to assume that they could get away 
with such crimes. 

The notion that a known former sex offend
er could do SO successfully - especially 
from within such extremely monitored and 
surveilled surroondings as a sex offender 
commitment facility - transcends into the 

realm of sorreal self-deception. Dniy rela
tively rarely does anyone encounter someone 
here tfiat self-delusive or moronic. 

Moreover, by far most here would greatly 
value the opportunity to learn how to use the 
Internet for all manner of useful (and legal) 
tasks and goals. These would not only refrain 
from engaging in any illegal or questionable 
activities, they would confront others sus
pected of attempting to do such things as a 
threat to continued Internet access for all. 
Since no one is more suspicious of a sex 
offender than another sex offender, such 
confrontations would occur in a high per
centage of such attempts, reducing greatly 
the chances of completing any illegal Internet 
actions. 

In sum. therefore, such fears of rampant 
Internet crimes are baseless and contrary to 
the motiV'itionai tilt nl the vast majority ol 
inmates here. 

For all of the foregoing reasons, there is no 
reason to discriminate against committed 
sex offenders. Indeed, because each of us 
have served our prison term before even 
getting here, we are not to be punished any 
further. Although Internet connectivity may 
be withheld in prison under certain circum
stances and be justified as such punishment 
this cannot be levied upon us here without 
violating the First Amendment. Thus, as I 
have already said, we need and have a right 
to access tn the Internet. 
A Short Review of Our Claims: 

Dur general aim in the case will be to strike 
down all MSDP and DOC interference with 
free exercise of our First Amendment rights 
to freedom of speech and press, free receipt 
of information and entertainment in all media 
forms, and freedom of thought and emotion. 

This Amended Complaint will challenge a 
vast range of such interference, from denial 
of Internet access and persnnal computing 
equipment, to all media restrictions, to all 
other restrictions upon means of communi
cation with loved ones, friends, and the 
outside world in general, to visiting re
strictions, and to restrictions on all print 
media items, including newspaper subscrip
tions, and mail, and to monitoring and re
cording of phone conversations, and all 'tier 
restrictions' on First amendment items and 
access to communication. The following list 
will provide a sample of specifics we will 
challenge and the rationales for each: 
1. Complete denial of access to the Internet, 
as a deprivation of access to information, to 
communication, to entertainment, to educa
tion, and to permitted commerce that it is an 
unqualified denial ot the First Amendment 
rights. 
2. MSOP restriction to only PG-13 and lesser-
rated movies, requiring review and case-by-
case approval of all R-rated movies and even 
selected movies of lesser ratings, using 

criteria far more expansive than simply the 
criminal bans on illegal pornography and 
"obscenity." 
3. MSOP bars and restrictions on creatinn, 
printing, and distribution of newsletters by 
MSDP inmates, including imposing limits and 
procedural requirements on such newslet
ters or their preparation/distribution, 
4. The complete MSOP ban on purchase and 
use of personal computing equipment, there
by conhning us to use of MSOP-owned PCs 
furnished at a rate of six for 98 inmates. 
This greatly restricts our ability to use 
computing equipment to communication 
efhciently with each other and the outside 
world, to contain thoughts and information in 
digital storage, and to use helpful application 
software. 
5. MSDP restriction of printed media to only 
such items reviewed and decided not to 
transgress any of the same broadly expan
sive standards. 
B. Further, distinct censorship of printed 
matter for its content based on completely 
unrealistic claims of threats to institutional 
security or safety of the public, with no set 
decisional standards whatsoever. 
7. A second, comulative censorship system 
operated by Clinical Department personnel 
of MSOP on a completely undehned standard 
of whether some item of any printed or video 
media is 'counter-therapeutic' even though 
in complete conformity to all particular 
media standards, simply due to displeasure 
by Clinical staff or their supervisors with 
either innocuous content or only a given 
topic. 
8. Restrictions on visiting hours and circum
stances, and rejection of various visiting 
applicants. This also challenges restrictions 
or censorship of visits between MSOP in
mates and any media representatives, 
9. MSOP denial of mail or phone contact or 
both with any specific correspond-
ent(s)/conversant(s). 
10. Deprivation of contact via 'Skype-style.' 
Internet-carried video and audio communica
tion with outsiders who wish to communicate 
with us in that way. 
11. Monitoring and recording phone conver
sations, and scanning incoming and ootgoing 
correspondence and retaining digital or 
paper copies of either. 
12. Media review practice by MSOP Clinical 
Dept. personnel holding media items for 
unreasonably long periods. 
13. The "Tiers" policy authorizes, and results 
in conhscation of both media and devices for 
viewing or listening to and of said media 
items, as punishment for trivial violations of 
various rules unrelated to permissible media 
or Property Dept restrictions upon or re
quirements of such media playing devices. 
14. No legal mail status for mail to/from 
courts, administrative tribunals, or the MN 

Attorney General or other elected or ap
pointed officials. 
15. Stamping all mail as "from a secure 
treatment facility" as a HIPAA violation. 
IB. Exclusion of all "Mail-a-Book" library 
loan service (including all books and videos). 

Why this review of all these claims? Two 
reasons: First, you may know of some addi
tional wrong having to do with denial of any 
First Amendment rights of freedom of 
speech or of the press, or of freedom of 
thought We would eagerly welcome any 
identihcation and description of such consti
tutional violations that you can give us. 
Please write such descriptions up and deliv
er them to either Charles Stone. Ray Semler. 
or myself (Cyrus Gladden) or. alternatively, 
speak to any of us about them. These can be 
things that have been done or denied to you 
or to anyone else. These may wind up being 
new, independent claims of First Amendment 
violabon. 

Now the second reason: I'm willing to bet 
you have been blocked or otherwise deprived 
of your own First Amendment rights in any 
one or more of the ways specified above. If 
so, and you regard the matter as more than 
trivial, then we want to hear about it. This 
lawsuit is not just about our personal beefs 
with the MSDP system: it will be a class 
action, and hence, it inclodes the depriva
tions MSOP has inflicted on everyone in 
MSOP when it comes to the rights of all of us 
under the First Amendment. This means that 
your own deprivations and MSDP reprisals 
for asserting your First Amendment rights 
are just as relevant as those of the three of 
us, as proposed "Named Plaintiffs." 

In short, please write up and deliver, or 
discuss with any of us a short description of 
each incident that falls within any of the 
foregoing sixteen categories of unconstitu
tional actinns or deprivations by MSDP staff 
or officials. We really do want ta know. Many 
of you have factual scenarios that are just as 
powerful, and perhaps more powerful than 
those of the three of us toward convincing 
the federal court that when it comes to First 
Amendment rights, MSOP is treating us as if 
we have none at all. This kind of comulative 
proof is what we need to successfully con
vince a judge that we need and deserve a 
court order forcing MSOP to honor those 
rights of ours in every way. Your sto
ry/stories on any of these points will sub
stantially help toward getting such judicial 
relieT 

So, on both of these reasons, please let us 
hear from you soon. Thanksl 

R e m e m b e r , you ' re un ique 

— Like everybody else. 
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